The Introduction to Geographies of Postcolonialism begins with personal accounts from three writers, each of whose identities can be described as bi-national or multinational. In today's globalized world, elements of rapid and ever-present change interact with elements that appear much more solidly rooted in singular cultural traditions. A postcolonial perspective, Sharp explains, helps us make sense of the ambiguity created by the interaction of the two elements. The Introduction also lays the groundwork for the book's argument by distinguishing between post-colonialism (the period/condition following independence from colonizing powers) and postcolonialism (a particular critical approach to analyzing Localities Vol. 1, (2011): 251-256 Localities Vol. 1 252 the worlds of colonialism and post-colonialism). Sharp notes that postcolonialism is not a neutral approach to knowledge, but instead has a very specific agenda: to shift the major ways in which relations between Western and non-Western peoples are viewed by disrupting the hierarchy within those relations. In other words, postcolonialism seeks to profoundly question the assumption that Western forms of knowledge and culture are superior to non-Western forms.
Part I is called "Colonialisms." It begins in Chapter 1 by pointing to the power of imagining others and imagining geographies. Europeans built their worlds in part by imagining various differences that they believed characterized other peoples and places. By contrasting themselves to such characteristics, these imagined differences helped Europeans create a sense of who they themselves were a sense of identity. give-and-take relationship (if still marked by greatly differing levels of power),
and not simply total domination, between colonizing and colonized peoples/places.
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Sharp calls Part II "Post-colonialisms." Here she develops the argument that the Orientalist forms of knowledge and ways of imagining that marked Western colonialisms have left a strong mark on today's (mostly) decolonized world.
Chapter 4 Mitchell, and Allison Blunt within geography. The key concepts she discusses are likewise unsurprising; for example, in addition to those already mentioned: discourse, power-knowledge, racism, binary logic, the body, and strategic essentialism.
Nevertheless, while not presenting a novel analysis, Geographies of Postcolonialism, does several things well which make it appropriate for its intended audience.
Most notably, the book provides an accessible entry into postcolonial thought.
Much of postcolonial literature is difficult. Its roots in poststructural and other forms of literary analysis give it a highly specialized vocabulary and way of Asia this book will offer a strong introduction to a perspective currently important in English-language human geography, but will not dispel concerns that postcolonialism, despite its objectives, remains a highly Western-centric approach.
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